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to find sphalerite in the shrinkage cracks in the center. A few were
found to contain barite alone, others contained barite and sphalerite. Still others contained calcite and sphalerite. The calcite is
generally sandy although a few very small crystals were found on
a drusy surfacel in others, under a microscope,small rhombs were
apparent. Small crystals of pyrite were found in a few of the concretions, generally in the interstitial fillings, but in one case, they
were in the walls of the concretion.
Apparently when the concretions were formed they contained
considerable moisture. As they gradually dried, the shrinkage
cavities developed and cracks formed reaching to the surface.Then
the waters bearing calcite and some zinc compound, probably the
sulphate, seeped into the crevices. The calcite deposited when
COs was lost and the zinc may have been precipitated by the
hydrogen sulphide formed in the shale, or possibly by reduction
of the sulphate in solution by reducing gasesfrom the shale.
Samples of the shale were tested for sulphates and for zinc but
neither were found present. The stream in which these concretions
occur is about 1 mile south of Ellsworth and may be reached from
that place by following Highway No. 45 south from Ellsworth
until the road crossesa bridge over the stream. The concretions
may then be found by following the stream for a short distance
east of the road.
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This attractive and well illustrated book on the stone industry in MinnLsota,
which now has grown to such proportions that it is the second in value in the
mineral products of the State, is a welcome contribution to this feld of geology.
The purpose, apparently, was to draw the attention of architects and building contractors to the fact that more than fifty distinct varieties of architectural and monumental stones are quarried and fabricated in Minnesota. As earlier reports have
described in detail the geological structures and history of the State, these portions
are not stressed, emphasis being placed on the descriptions of the various types of
stone and the location of the quarries. Chapters also are included on the physical
properties of building stones in general ?rnd the various methods employed in preparing the material for the market. Numerous chemical analyses and physical data
of the stones described increase the scientific value, while the twelve colored plates
which reveal in a striking manner the textural and color variations, greatly enhance the general appearance of the text.
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